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Abstract. The context of use has been widely acknowledged as important when
designing and evaluating systems for work related activities. This paper describes in case of mobile news making the synthesized findings on the context
of use. Findings are categorized to five components and nineteen subcomponents and characterized with examples from our studies. The presented findings
validate a previously presented model for context of use in mobile HCI, extend
it, and elaborate the definitions for the components. The presented elaborated
model can be applied by academics and practitioners in development, research
and evaluation activities from identifying requirements to evaluating systems
for mobile work. Findings support understanding what circumstances and how
they can contribute to user experience and acceptance of designed systems.
Keywords. Context of use, mobile, user experience, model, component, work.

1

Introduction

The importance of understanding and characterizing the context of use when designing and evaluating systems for work activities and their user experience has been
widely acknowledged. In this research we approach context of use as the circumstances under which the activity [of mobile work] takes place (adapted from [1]).
Mobile work is characterized by flexible use of time and place [2], that is, a person is
able to move and carry out tasks “anytime and anywhere” [2],[3, p.14] with the help
of wired or wireless technology [3, p. 14]. However, relatively little research exists
that explicitly concentrates on the characteristics of context of use in mobile work.
This paper addresses mobile news making as an example of mobile work. Mobile
news making activity takes place in a mobile context of use by using mobile handheld
technology, in this research smartphones, in one or several subactivities in the news
making process. News making consists of four main activities: 1) discovering the
potential news item [4], 2) gathering the news material [4], [5], 3) news production
[5], and 4) distribution [5]. These activities can be sequential or simultaneous [5].
They can be carried out at the spot of the event with mobile handheld devices by a
mobile reporter, or specific activities, such as discovering and gathering can be done
at the spot while others can be carried out in a café or by editors in the news room.
Mobile workers are “employees that work at and move between different places”
[6, p.6]. In mobile news making mobile workers refer to 1) employees of the news
organization [7], 2) other professionals in the news industry, such as freelancers that
work, for example, for the news organization on event based contracts [7] or indenpendently or with crowdfunding, or 3) mobile crowdworkers [8] or reader reporters, who carry out news reporting related tasks based on the news organization’s initi-

ative with open, coordinated, or focused calls for content, expertise, or reports [9], or
4) citizen journalists working alone or in small groups outside of news organizations.
This paper synthesizes findings reported in twelve publications based on twelve
case studies carried out in the context of mobile news making, characterizing the
components and subcomponents of context of use. The findings validate the model of
context of use for mobile HCI, CoU-MHCI model [10], extend it, and elaborate the
definitions for the components. The presented elaborated model can be applied by
academics and practitioners when designing and evaluating systems for mobile work
that utilize location technologies or context-awareness, such as for identifying typical
combinations of context characteristics. Findings also support understanding how
circumstances can contribute to user experience and acceptance of the systems when
planning system uptake and selecting solutions for use.
The paper is organized as follows. First, related work on characteristics of mobile
context of use is summarized and user experience is discussed. Then, the methods and
results are presented. The paper ends with conclusions and proposes future work.

2

Related work

The model for the context of use for mobile HCI, CoU-MHCI model [10], synthesizes
findings from on an extensive literature review of components and characteristics of
context of use. It describes five context components with their subcomponents and
properties for the mobile context of use: 1) physical, 2) temporal, 3) task, 4) social,
and 5) technology and information. As this model is one of the most comprehensive
models for the context of use presented in the field of mobile HCI and it specifically
addresses the mobile context of use, it is used as the framework for categorizing the
related work, as well as the findings from our research discussing them in this paper.
Table 1. Characteristics of the mobile context of use for mobile work from prior literature.
Component

Characteristic

Reference(s)

Task

Parallel primary task
Multi-tasking
Handling of other physical objects simultaneously
Evolving tasks based on locality and situation
Task complexity, irregularity
Task interdependence
Work in dead time, in transit, in waiting
Available time span
Time-criticality, time-pressure, deadlines, urgency

12, 13
14
13
15
16, 17, 18
16
19
19, 20
12, 21, 15, 18, 14,
22, 16, 25
14
23
14
23
24
20, 23
16, 25
16
12, 14
19, 26
23

Temporal

Physical

Social
Technology and
information

Time of day
Hours of work – extended & unpredictable
Environmental conditions
Location
Dynamic environment
Interruptions
Location dependence of the task
Frequency of mobility
Bystanders
Available technology and access to information

The results of the summarization of related work is presented in Table 1 and briefly
exemplified in the following.
Usage of mobile handheld devices in a mobile context of use is characterized by
distractions, interruptions, and fragmented attention [20; 13; 24; 27]. Distracting characteristics of the mobile context of use, such as reflections on the screen and parallel
tasks can influence user experience [28]. The split visual resources when interacting
with the mobile devices (tapping with a stylus on a PDA) and walking, simultaneously trying to maintain an awareness of the environment, increases the task completion
times, error rates, and work load, as well as reduces walking speed [29].
In relation to task context, the task hierarchy and task characteristics are important.
The primary task, such as observing animals [24] or focusing attention on other tasks
external to the mobile device: to avoid danger, to monitor progress, or to handle other
objects [13], may call for a high level of attention and limit the use of hands for interaction with the mobile device. Multi-tasking, such as communicating on the phone
while pursuing a target in police work, splits the attention of the user [14]. The fragmented attention caused by context characteristics, including interruptions (physical
context), parallel tasks, multi-tasking, and the handling of other objects related to the
task at hand, needs to be considered when designing for the mobile context of use.
The characteristics of temporal context, including, time-criticality of action, urgency, deadlines, and time-pressure, is emphasized in mobile work. In the case of freelance work, the hours of work are described as unpredictable and extended [23]. The
physical context characteristics include environmental conditions, location, and dynamism of the environment, as well as interruptions, e.g., caused by traffic lights in
police work. In relation to the technology and information context, availability and
access to technology and information, and their uncertainty in a mobile context of
work, or alternatively the opportunities offered by technology and available information has been emphasized. Finally, in relation to social context, bystanders affect
the comfort of using mobile systems, as users consider whether bystanders experiencing the use of the system find it appropriate to the situation such as in case of firefighting [12]. Also, in the case of police work, unobtrusiveness and discreteness of
using mobile systems can contribute to experience of users [14]. From the five components of context of use, social context has received relatively little attention in literature of mobile work.

3

User experience and news making

User experience is described as subjective, situated, complex and dynamic [30]. According to Hassenzahl et al. [30] context within which the interaction occurs is one of
factors that contribute to user experience. In our research we found that the mobile
context of use and its characteristics are one of the four components contributing to
user experience [31]. The three other components contributing to user experience
include the characteristics of the user, system and the outcome of using the mobile
system as illustrated in Figure 1 (see also [31, p. 94]). The fifth component in the
model of user experience in mobile news making presented in Figure 1 are the user’s
verbally expressible descriptive attributes related to his/her experience in terms of

system and outcome quality and the perceived impacts. They can contribute to overall
evaluative judgments. The impressions and perceptions of system and outcome quality, the perceived impacts, and the overall evaluative judgments can lead to consequences that can be moderated by the characteristics of the user, system, the context
of use and the outcome.

Fig. 1. The model of user experience in mobile news making (modified from [31, p.
94])

To understand user experience in mobile news making, it is essential to understand
the activity of news making and the context of the activity. The goal of news making
is to publish news, share information, and tell a story. These stories are told to an
audience. News are a selective version of world events with a focus on what is new or
unusual.
Two types of news are often described. Hard news is new, timely information
about significant events, describing factual details of what has happened or what has
been said [32, p. 12], [33, p. 24]. Examples of this type of news are natural catastrophes, major accidents, or important political events. Soft news can be characterized as
lighter, more colorful and entertaining (ibid.). They may neither be immediately important nor informative (ibid). Reporting a local community event could be an example of this type of news.
Journalists measure the news worthiness of potential news items against criteria
that are known as news values, such as relevance for the audience, timeliness, and
novelty. Technology that is used in news making needs to support its goals and the
criteria that are used in assessing the news worthiness and journalistic quality. On the
other hand, the selection of news is constrained and influenced by a number of structural factors, such as legal constraints, the system of media ownership, organizational
routines, a shortage of time and market forces [34, pp. 17-34]. All of these factors
exemplify what influences news making and are related to the concept of context.
How does the context of use contribute to user experience in mobile news making?
Let’s consider an example. The goal of news reporting is informing the public about
current issues. Examples of requirements and values in news journalism are timely
and truthful reporting. Constraints set by the organization are deadlines, or required
immediacy of reporting directly from the spot of the event. The available technology
and information available for a mobile reporter to carry out news making creates possibilities and at the same time may set constraints to the activity and quality of outcome. The ideals, needs and goals of a mobile reporter may have different importance
for the mobile reporter depending on the situation. Situation, defined as the “relative
position or combination of circumstances at a certain moment” (Merriam-Webster,
retrieved 5.8.2013) as a combinations of previous examples when using the
smartphone-based system in news making activity is one factor that can contribute to
user experience in this domain.
We have defined user experience in mobile news making as follows (see Figure 1
and [31, p. 91]): “User experience is the consequence of motivated action and interaction with the system that has goals specified by the user, organization, and other
stakeholders, as well as by the circumstances within which the activity takes place.
The experiential components of user experience include user’s impressions and reactions related to the system, the tangible outcome of system use, and the impacts of the
system, and overall evaluative judgments. The characteristics of the user, system, the
context of use and the tangible outcome can contribute to user experience.” In the
following sections, the methods and findings on mobile work context from our user
experience studies in mobile news making with smartphones are presented.

4

Methods

This paper presents a synthesis of findings for mobile context of use from twelve case
studies carried out in the context of mobile news making that are reported in twelve
scientific publications: [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [7], [42], [9], [43], [44], [45], [46].
The twelve empirical studies were carried out to explore user experience, its components, and collaborative processes when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking.
The reported findings from the studies presented in the twelve papers were categorized to the components and subcomponents of the CoU-MHCI model [10]. Two new
subcomponents were created to describe themes that did not fit to the existing subcomponents. Definitions for the components of context of use were elaborated based
on our findings and characteristics for the components and subcomponents are
presented.
The emphasis of the research approach of the twelve case studies is qualitative
with observations, interviews and focus groups as the main methods of inquiry. The
emphasis on qualitative research stems from the goal of understanding the explored
phenomenon and technology use in the natural context of use, aiming to find explanations and provide interpretations inductively from multiple sources of data and from
multiple perspectives in order to establish patterns and themes (Creswell, 2007, p.
37). Although the emphasis was on qualitative strand, combinations of qualitative and
quantitative strands were used in most of the case studies. Mixed methods research
designs provide a more comprehensive and more complete account of the area of the
research and understanding of the context, enabling finding explanations for the findings, as well as augmenting the findings of one strand by the other strand (Bryman,
2008b).
Seven of the case studies were carried out as field studies, two as quasiexperiments in field conditions, two as interview studies, and one as a participatory
focus group study. Field studies were chosen for the case studies when there was a
possibility to gain access to studying news reporting in the mobile context of use. This
enabled understanding of news making practice in context in addition to usage, experiences and requirements for mobile systems. Quasi-experiments enabled the study of
user experience with news reporting tasks carried out with smartphones in the natural
context of use, but using predefined reporting assignments created by the researchers,
which was not possible in other studies conducted in field settings.
Seven of the twelve case studies include the usage of a mobile service client for
news making in the mobile context of use. In six of the seven case studies the used
client was a partly or fully functional prototype. Two of the twelve studies concentrate on reader participation in news making as a form of mobile crowdsourcing. The
rest of the studies focused on professional use. Over one hundred participants participated in the studies. Majority of the participants were students of visual journalism
with prior work experience in journalism to ensure experience as close to professional
users as possible. On the other hand, it was not possible to use prototypes in professional’s daily use with deadlines due to the possible unreliability of the prototypes.
Within their journalism studies the students were reporting news in as close to authentic context of use as possible enabling us to study real news reporting situations.

A more detailed description of the methods of the twelve case studies can be found
in the publications and in [31, pp. 46-59].

5

Findings on context of use in mobile news making

We categorized the findings on the factors of context of use that influence user experience in mobile news making to the five context components (temporal, task, physical, social, and technology and information context) and their subcomponents according to the CoU-MHCI model [10]. Our findings validate the model, and elaborate the
definitions for its components in the case of mobile news making. In addition, our
findings extend the model by two subcomponents. First, task context is extended with
mobile assignment characteristics. Second, social context is extended by stakeholders,
such as colleagues, editors, readers, or customers, who are not physically or virtually
present when interacting with the device, but who assess the quality of the news material and reporting.
5.1

Temporal context

Temporal context refers to the interaction and carrying out the activity with the
mobile system in relation to time and it captures the nature of the activity in
terms of time (adapted from [10]).
Table 2. Summarized findings on the temporal context.
Findings related to the subcomponents
Duration – the length of interaction, activity, or the event in which interaction
takes place
Time (delay, response time) to start up photo and video recording
Time spent on the activity, task or carrying out a sub-activity, such as recording, editing,submitting
Time of day, week, and year
Deadline, schedule, or continuous deadline
When the mobile reporter is available for locating and receiving mobile assignments
Before, during and after
Preparations for capturing, editing, and submitting
Following up on submission, calling up the newsroom after submission to
check on the success of mobile delivery
The action’s relation to time
Hurried, waiting, speed, urgency, time pressure
The unexpectedness of events that call for action
Synchronism (synchronous–asynchronous)
Communication by phone calls, SMS, MMS, email, chat, mobile assignments

Publication(s)

41, 7, 44
37, 38, 41, 7, 42, 9, 43, 44,
45
37, 38, 7, 42
42, 43

41, 7, 44, 46
42, 45

37, 38, 41, 7, 42, 44, 45
37, 38
42

Temporal context is characterized by 1) duration - the time spent on the interaction,
activity, subactivity, or task, 2) time of day, week, or year of the interaction, activity
or task, 3) actions prior, simultaneously, or after the interaction with the mobile system or activity carried out with it, 4) the action’s relation to time, and 5) synchronicity
or asynchronicity of communication (Table 2). Time is one of the key characteristics
related to news making. The work is time critical and calls for immediate publishing
of breaking news or often directly from the spot of the event in mobile context of use

to be competitive and relevant to the audience. This applies to professionals, reader
reporters and citizen journalists alike. On the other hand, reporting in organizational
context or by pro-amateurs is also carefully planned, scheduled and organized days,
weeks or months ahead of known events, such as elections etc. When a surprising
event occurs, it can change the plans and calls for immediate action and attention
interrupting the current activity. Temporal context is therefore related to the news
qualities in terms of immediacy, unexpectedness, and timeliness of news. According
to described experiences by participants in our studies, the capability of the system to
support the time-related needs and constraints, and the aimed news qualities related to
time can have a major influence on user experience.
5.2

Task context

Task context refers to the user’s tasks and activities surrounding the interaction
with a mobile system or when carrying out the activity with the system (adapted
from [10]). Synthesized findings on subcomponents (multi-tasking, interruptions, task
domain, and assignment characteristics) are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Summarized findings on the task context.
Findings related to the subcomponents
Multi-tasking – multiple parallel tasks alongside human mobile computer interaction that compete for cognitive resources
Primary task interviewing, secondary task recording audio, photo, and video footage,
or writing notes with the smartphone
Keeping track of the number of characters in the story while writing
Keeping track of time and the deadline
Awareness of the surrounding physical conditions or constraints of the used
smartphone that need to be taken into account when shooting footage (photo, video)
or recording audio
Parallel tasks while receiving mobile assignments (no parallel task, during free time,
when working or studying)
Interruptions – events that break the user’s attention from the current task to focus
on the interruption temporarily
Passers-by
Interruptions by bystanders who make contact while the reporter is editing at a public
location
The primary task is interrupted by a mobile assignment
Task domain – macro level of task context by dividing the situation of an interaction into two groups – goal-oriented (work) and action-oriented (entertainment) tasks
Primarily goal-oriented for professionals, but can include action-oriented characteristics
Primarily action-oriented for readers, but can include goal-oriented characteristics
Assignment characteristics (added sub-component)
The type of assignment or reporting to be carried out or the content asked for and
attributes of content (no. of characters in text, length of audio and video footage,
count of photos, requested quality, special requests like camera angles)
Monetary incentive, incentive mechanism
Voluntariness of carrying out the task
Autonomy in reporting
No. of receivers
The creativity needed or allowed
The needed skills and equipment

Publication(s)

41, 44, 45
44, 45
44
39, 41, 7, 44, 45

42, 43

38
38, 46
43

37, 38, 41, 7, 42
9
42, 43

7, 9, 43
9
42
42
42
42

In our studies, multi-tasking included parallel tasks and activities, such as instances
of interviewing while audio or video recording, or taking notes, for example. Mobile
reporters also kept track of typed characters while writing if a specific length has been
assigned for the story, as well as time, and possible deadline. When capturing photos
and video footage, surrounding physical circumstances needed to be taken into account to ensure the sufficient technical quality of the footage. This may call for action
from the users, such as turning on lights indoors, choosing an appropriate direction for
shooting footage based on direction of natural light or taking into account the ambient
noise conditions. Parallel other ongoing tasks and activities also contribute to the
willingness to receive mobile assignments for reporting.
Interruptions are one of the important subcomponents of the task context as they
influence the activity carried out. As the mobile reporters typically work in public
spaces, there may be interruptions due to passers-by, or bystanders may take contact
and talk to the mobile reporter and interrupt the task being carried out.
On macro-level the task context is suggested to be divided to goal-oriented tasks in
work related use and action-oriented tasks for entertainment [10]. In mobile news
making, for professionals the tasks are primarily set by the organization or customer,
but secondarily, the tasks may include action-oriented elements that could be related
to concepts such as flow and enjoyment of the activity as such. For reader reporters
participating to news making the enjoyment of the activity may be the primary motivation to participate. Participation of readers may, however, also include elements
related to goal-oriented activity and motivations that professionals have or combinations of motivations as our later studies in using crowdsourcing in mobile news making indicate . The goal-oriented task setting may also apply to crowdsourcing, if the
participation is primarily motivated by monetary benefit and has no hobbyist or enjoyment, or other motivational element.
The assignment characteristics, whether delivered as mobile assignments to the
smartphone, e.g., via specific applications, email, or SMS messages, or received more
traditionally, were added as a new subcomponent. Assignment characteristics frame
the properties of the task context, and was addressed in our studies especially when
studying use of mobile assignment delivery, carrying them out, and responding to
them, but also in our other studies. Identified assignment characteristics include the
types of assignment, reporting, and content or its attributes, the perceived voluntariness of undertaking and carrying out the assignment, the perceived and expressed
extent of autonomy and creativity, needed skills or equipment as well as the incentives. Assignment characteristics can also contribute to user experience by moderating
the willingness to undertake tasks and be motivated by the goal and activity.
5.3

Physical context

Physical context refers to apparent features or physically sensed circumstances
while interacting with the system or carrying out the activity with it (adapted
from [10]). Its components include 1) spatial location, functional place and space, 2)
sensed environmental attributes, 3) movements or mobility, and 4) artefacts (Table 4).

Table 4. Summarized findings on the physical context.
Findings related to sub-components
Spatial location, functional place and space – the aspects of location and material
characteristics of location, functional space and in distance participation
Geographical location (vicinity or distance)
Third workplaces – cafés, hallways, canteens, waiting halls etc.
The precision of locating mobile reporters
Attributes related to the area, location or country such as shady, totalitarian, unacceptable place, safe, dangerous
Sensed environmental attributes
Light, lighting
Temperature
Ambient noise, sounds
Movements and mobility – the position and motion of the user’s body, the mobility of the user and the motion of the user’s physical and functional environment
Sitting while editing, reaching out to record footage
Placement of artefacts in relation to the user’s body (e.g. on the knee, on a table, on
a sofa)
Working while commuting
Artefacts – physical objects that surround a human-mobile computer interaction
Proximity of artefacts (e.g. a notebook)
Chairs, sofas, tables

Publication(s)

38, 42, 43, 44, 45
37, 38, 44, 45
42, 43
42, 43

38, 41, 44, 45
38
38, 44, 45

38, 41
38, 44
7
44
38, 44

Mobile reporters work in multiple workplaces and dynamic locations. The work is
often carried out in public spaces, either outside or inside. Stationary workplaces,
which can be called third workplaces [3], include cafés, or waiting rooms, for example. Typical mobile workplaces are also trains, cars or airplanes, where planning the
upcoming reporting or editing the materials can be carried out. The proximity of the
reporting spot to the reporter’s current location as well as the precision of locating
mobile reporters can contribute to participation preferences in case of assignmentbased processes. The sensed environmental attributes such as lighting, temperature
and ambient noise can contribute to carrying out the activity and influence the capturing of photos and video footage. The quality of the outcome can then be influenced by
the combination of the system characteristics and environmental attributes contributing to user experience, for example. Furthermore, the perceived characteristics and
verbal descriptions of the area, location, or country (such as totalitarian, safe, shady)
were found to be related to perceived privacy and safety issues and willingness to
share location information, when studying locating reporters and location-based assignments.
Physical context is also characterized by movement of the user’s body while interacting with the system. User may be sitting or standing while writing, capturing photos or video footage, or kneeling or reaching out while using the system for capturing
photo or video footage. The tools may be placed on the user’s body such as on the lap
or attached to arm, or placed on surrounding objects, such as on a table or sofa. Furthermore, smartphones were in some instances attached to surrounding other objects,
such as a book, a bike or a window for photo or video capture enabling new ways of
content capture and reporting.

5.4

Social context

Social context refers to other persons present physically or virtually while interacting with the system or using it for the activity, or to other stakeholders of the
activity who perceive and assess its outcome (adapted from [10]). Subcomponents
include 1) persons present in the situation, 2) stakeholders not physically or virtually
present, and 3) culture (Table 5).
Table 5. Summarized findings on the social context.
Findings related to subcomponents
The persons present in the situation classified to self, group, organization or public,
physically or virtually present.
Interviewees, bystanders, peers (colleagues) present while interacting with the
smartphone-based system
Stakeholders not physically or virtually present while user interacts with the device or
carries out the activity to produce an outcome (added sub-component)
Editors, colleagues in the newsroom or from another newsroom, customers, audience/readers who asses the quality of the produced material or news (stories)
Culture – The macro level of social context including the values, norms, and attitudes of
a certain culture, such as the work and organizational culture
Journalistic and news values, norms etc.
Profession related values, identity, ideal, norms etc.

Publication(s)

37, 38,39

37, 7, 46

37, 7, 45
37, 7

Persons physically present while interacting can include interviewees, bystanders,
and own colleagues or peers of the mobile reporter. Newsroom staff or a colleague
working elsewhere in the field can be virtually present using synchronous (e.g. video
or online calls) or asynchronous means of communication (instant messaging or social
media services). Other stakeholders may also not be physically present, such as freelancer’s customers or the audience that consumes the news. The opinions and anticipated impressions and expectations of persons present or of other stakeholders on the
used mobile system and the outcome of its usage can influence the user experience of
a mobile reporter. The social acceptance of the used tool is important for users and it
may differ based on the user group. Social acceptance may also change over time.
What is considered a low-quality system, odd, and even shameful at first, may become part of everyday work practice within a few years as technology matures and is
adopted to use providing new opportunities and value for the users as well as audience in case of news reporting. Furthermore, culture and practice of journalism and
participatory journalism or the culture of the organization in question incorporate
values, norms and ideals, that can as a subcomponent contribute to user experience.
5.5

Technology and information context

Technology and information context refers to the relation of other relevant systems and services to the user’s interaction or activity with the mobile system. It
includes as subcomponents 1) other systems and services, 2) interoperability between
and across devices, and 3) informational artefacts (Table 6).
In case of journalism, other systems or services can include external components to
the core mobile system, such as microphones, keyboards, and displays, or alternatively, mobile applications or services that can be used for mobile journalism. It also includes the wireless network with its attributes as well as the interoperativity of sys-

tems in transferring data or material from one device to another or to the editorial
system. Paper notebooks with hand-written information on preparations, interview
questions, and interviewee’s quotes as well as plans for editing video footage can still
be important informational artefacts for mobile reporters. In addition, smartphones
enable, with the available connectivity to the Internet, access to open information or
organization’s archives, for example. The multipart and complex systems form ecosystems of devices and services that can contribute to user experience when used in
mobile newsmaking.
Table 6. Summarized findings on the technology and information context.
Findings related to subcomponents
Other systems and services – the device, applications and the network related to the
user’s system or service (note: in this study components external to the smartphone or
installed after purchase on the smartphone)
External components of a smartphone-based system, such as microphones and keyboards.
Mobile journalism related applications
The wireless network and related attributes (availability, reliability, speed, interference)
Interoperability between and across devices
Transferring data from one device to another or material delivered from the mobile system
to the editorial system
Informational artefacts and access to other artefacts that contain relevant information
Notebooks
Access to information via the Internet

5.6

Publication(s)

38, 41, 44, 46
37, 41, 7, 42, 9
37, 38, 41, 7
44, 45, 46

37, 38, 7, 9
7

Properties of the mobile context components in mobile news making

The model for context of use for mobile HCI, the CoU-MHCI model [10], describes
four properties for context components. These properties are 1) the level of magnitude
varying from micro to macro, 2) the level of dynamism varying from static to dynamic, 3) the patterns varying from rythmic to random, and 4) typical combinations of
context components [10]. These are exemplified next in case of mobile news making.
The findings on the level of magnitude for the five context components in mobile
news making can be mapped to three levels: macro-, meso-, and micro-level (see for
levels of analysis [48]). Macro-level exemplified for social context refers to the context of news journalism with its journalistic standards, values, practices, ethical codes
and goals as well as its role in the society and the community it is reporting to. Mesolevel refers in case of social context to the organization, community of practice or
peer group. Micro-level context of use is the individual level, referring to the situation
and its characteristics when a mobile reporter is interacting with the system and using
it while carrying out the activity of news making. All levels can contribute to user
experience of a mobile reporter, by framing goals, requirements, possibilities, or constraints for mobile news making.
The level of dynamism varies from static to dynamic in the components of context of use in mobile news making. Activity within which the interaction with the
mobile system occurs may be hurried or waiting. Breaking news bring urgency to
news making, calling for reporting and publishing immediately from the spot of the
event and changing the rhythm on the go. To be able to “capture the moment” needs
fast action and undelayed recording of photo and video footage. Fast movement,

changes in the environmental conditions, such as lighting and ambient noise, may
need attention and adjustment when shooting of photo and video footage. The network availability and speed of connection may vary depending on the crowdedness of
the area or movement of the mobile reporter. Dynamism in the context of use needs to
be supported by the mobile system and its features and functionalities.
The patterns in mobile news making can have a regular rhythm, or occur randomly. A regular workday with a priori set plan and deadlines brings regularity to the
workdays of professionals. As random events and happenings worthy of news reporting, such as breaking news about a big natural catastrophe or accident, unfold, the
regular schedule breaks. In our studies we also noticed, that there are certain types of
news stories, that are dependent on the time of year or have some other rhythm based
on the public holidays, or national or local elections, for example. The locations of
mobile news making and types of stories can also have patterns, like focusing on local
issues from a certain area at a certain time of the week or month. Randomly happening unexpected events, and on the spot reporting seem to fit the capabilities and
strengths of smartphone-based systems in news making.
Finally, typical combinations of context components with properties can be identified for mobile news making. Based on our observations, the combinations typically
include all five context components, but their importance and emphasis can vary depending on the situation. The situation described by the combination of circumstances
can influence the requirements and needs of a mobile user and therefore contribute to
user experience in a particular situation.

6

Conclusions

Findings related to five components of context of use (temporal, task, physical, social
and technology and information context) with a total of nineteen subcomponents were
reported in case of mobile news making. Two subcomponents were added to the original CoU-MHCI model [10]. Task context was extended with assignment characteristics, and social context by stakeholders who are not physically or virtually present
when interacting with the device, but who assess the quality of the news material and
reporting. Situation as circumstances described by a combination of components,
subcomponents and properties of context of use, can have significance for the users
that influences their evaluation of the system quality and its appropriateness to use.
The findings illustrate context of use related components and characteristics that can
influence user experience in the field of mobile news making. Further studies could
address the context related characteristics in other work domains to test and extend
the model. The context model and presented findings can also be used as a framework
in planning of studies, data collection, and measurement of context related aspects.
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